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COMPANY PROFILE  

 

Rail Road Tracks is a trading name business. It is owned by David Wolfe who is the sole 
proprietor and was established in 2014.  

The company is based in Melbourne, Australia and commenced sales and operations in 2015. 

At this time, Rail Road Tracks has a fully operational online shop. 

Rail Road Tracks also owns the brand ‘BIKGLOV’, which is trademarked. 

COMPANY OVERVIEW  

 

Rail Road Tracks (RRT) designs, produces, markets and sells branded and unbranded (white 
label) bike accessories and related products. The business specialises in short run, custom products. 
This is done online and through a distribution network.  

Currently, RRT is seeking: 

 Brands to utilise current ‘white label’ designs 

 Distribution agents for the sale of branded products 

 Drop ship partners 

 Company flagship outlets in the US and Canada. 

 

The anchor brand for RRT is BIKGLOV. BIKGLOV designs and produces bike covers with 

associated apparel. A profile on BIKGLOV follows later. 

 

Rail Road Tracks is exhibiting at the Interbike 2016 Bike Industry event this September and 

will be introducing BIKGLOV’.  
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SNAPSHOT OF RRT AND BIKGLOV  

 

 Rail Road Tracks is an Australian company, based in Melbourne. 

 This is our first year to exhibit at Interbike and we will travel specifically for the event. 

 Our Interbike Booth # is 12272 

 At the show, we will be introducing our Brand BIKGLOV’….. with the tag line  
‘Innov8tv Stycling Produks’ 

 BIKGLOV supplies a range of bike covers to protect your bike whilst in transit (on the roof 
of your vehicle) or when stored. The products main function is minimise the impact of 
environmental elements which can harm your bikes running gear, electronics and surface 
coatings. This includes dirt, dust, grass, bugs and air-pollutants. The covers minimise the 
impact of inclement weather. 

 All covers are fitted, stylish and fashionable designs that come in a variety of colours, some 
being limited run matching trending styles in the bike market. The covers are easily fitted or 
removed as required. There are no ties, zips or buttons. 

 The initial range is styled to suit road bikes. In the near future, the designs will be modified 
to suit mountain bikes. 

 The bike covers have been tested, at speed, to withstand up to 100km/hr (60 Miles per 
hour). See the You Tube clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WT3NBENlEow 

 Rail Road Tracks offers BIKGLOV as a brand for retail/wholesale distribution AND 
will also ‘white label’ the product, customised for other brands.  Short run, limited style and 

construction is a specialty of Rail Road Tracks and BIKGLOV. 

 BIKGLOV is looking to establish itself through specific buyer channels in North America. 

Retailers, Distributors, Drop Ship companies and / or brand enquiries are welcomed. 

 Customers can order online using the company’s website portal (Specific and unique 
discount codes can be allocated based on volume). The online store can also cater for drop 
ship arrangements. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA AT RRT  

 

RRT utilises four main platforms to market its brands and products, namely: Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and Pinterest. Each platform helps to grow market awareness to prospective customers 
(leads) for a defined demographic, in a defined geographic area and for a pre-determined market 
sector. Marketing and social media plans have been developed to provide guidance for the RRT. 

 

Social media team at RRT   Contact them via: bikglov@railroadtracks.com.au 

Other links: 

www.facebook.com/bikglov 

www.instagram.com/bikglov 

www.twitter.com/bikglov 

www.pinterest.com/bikglov 

OWNERSHIP AT RRT  

 

RRT is owned and operated by David Wolfe. David has many years’ experience in developing 
businesses with full turnkey operations from design through to sales.  

The RRT business began with David’s keen interest in the bike riding and a personal desire to get 
involved with the dynamic bike industry.  

“There is an enormous range of cycling products to suit all bike riders and it’s 
great to know, all levels and capability are celebrated across the globe” says 
David.  

He goes onto say, “I wanted to be part of this industry and brands like 

BIKGLOV , which I’ve developed will help my business RRT be part of the 
bike industry and its fantastic growth over the coming decades” 

 

RRT is been set up to develop in house brands and also support other brands to expand their 

products in the market place. Like the BIKGLOV stable of products, the business will ‘white label’ 
designs and customise products for other brands too. 
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BIKGLOV ,  THE BRAND  

BIKGLOV designs and produces bike covers. The covers provide protection for bicycles whilst in 
transit or storage. The covers are fitted, stylish and fashionable and come in a range of designs and 

fabrics. Aside from this, BIKGLOV also supplies apparel that promote its brand including caps, 
shirts and bags. 

The design, development and production of BIKGLOV is being managed by a small team of 

recreational enthusiasts at Rail Road Tracks. They live the outdoors and combine their 
disciplines in biking, swimming and running to produce practical designs for everyday use. 

The team also understands any recreational pursuit takes time, money and emotion. So, with this in 

mind, the team shapes the design of BIKGLOV products to meet practical functionality. It comes 
down to enthusiastic commitment for the brand. 

The end result are products and services designed to embody the BIKGLOV ethos and to make 
your pursuit easy and enjoyable. Collaborative partners and suppliers are on board with the same 
thinking and share the same pursuit too. 

BIKGLOV ,  DEFINITION OF THE BRAND  

BIKGLOV is a brand of Rail Road Tracks, an Australian-based company 

THE LOGO 

 

The BIKGLOV Logo represents the forward 

motion of a bike wheels. The four colors represent 

BIKGLOV’s global colors for its bike covers, green 

for environment, red for earth, blue for ocean and 
aqua for the horizon. 

BIKGLOV phonetically describes the product. A 
support tagline complements the logo. 

The logo and a combination of the coloured cycle 
wheels will vary across different media types, 
relative to the shape and perspective allowed. The 
social media account reflect these formats. 

 

THE TAG LINE 

The tag line of BIKGLOV is: 

‘Innov8tv Stycling Produks’ 

The tag line is in keeping with the phonetic name of BIKGLOV. 

“Innov8tv” pertains to brands adaptability to innovate to cater to the needs of its buyers and 
customers. While “Stycling” refers to style in the cycling industry  and “Produks” covers the range of 

cycling accessories and apparel BIKGLOV intends to offer the market.  

FIGURE 1: BIKGLOV' LOGO: AUGUST 2016 
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FIGURE 2: BIKGLOV LOGO WITH TAG LINE 
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BIKGLOV  PRODUCTS  

BIKGLOV produces bike covers and support apparel. The covers come in four designs: Regular, 

Fork, Regular-Slim and Fork-Slim. Bike covers can be sold as the BIKGLOV  brand or unbranded 

and custom designed for clients with specific logos or styles. BIKGLOV  also supplies apparel to 

support the brand including caps, shirts and messenger bags. 

The BIKGLOV designs: 

REGULAR DESIGN 

This design provides full protection of the bike, with wheels on, allowing access from underneath for 
roof mounting systems (when in Transit). 

 Colors available: Black, Blue, Red and Multicolour 

 

FIGURE 3: REGULAR DESIGN BIKE COVER 

FORK DESIGN 

This design provides full protection of the bike, with one wheel removed, in the case when a fork 
mounting roof system is used. Access from underneath for roof mounting systems (when in transit)   

 Colors available: Black, Blue, Red and Multicolor 

 

FIGURE 4: FORK DESIGN BIKE COVER 
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REGULAR -SLIM 

This design provides protection for the handle bars and saddle area. 

 Colors available: Black, Blue, Red and Multicolor 

 

 

FIGURE 5: REGULAR-SLIM DESIGN BIKE COVER 

FORK- SLIM 

This design provides protection for the fork, handle bars and saddle area. 

 Colors available: Black, Blue, Red and Multicolour 
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